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Modeling the thermopower of icosahedral Al63Cu25Fe12 quasicrystals: Spectral fine structure
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On the basis of a realistic model for the spectral conductivity, obtained from a proper combination of
tunneling spectroscopy@R. Escuderoet al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter11, 383 ~1999!# and transport measure-
ments, we derive a closed analytical expression for the Seebeck coefficient, satisfactorily describing its tem-
perature dependence over a wide temperature range. The relative importance of thermal broadening effects and
the temperature dependence of chemical potential in the thermopower curve is quantitatively discussed. By
comparing the obtained analytical results with the experimentalS(T) curve evidence for band structure effects
in the thermopower is reported.
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Attending to their transport properties thermodynamica
stable icosahedral quasicrystals~QC’s! occupy an odd posi-
tion among the well-ordered condensed-matter phases
fact, by comparing the temperature and composition dep
dences of electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, th
moelectric power, and Hall coefficient of quasicrystalline
loys with those corresponding to both crystalline a
amorphous alloys of similar composition, several anomal
behaviors have been reported.1–5 These anomalies clearly re
semble a more semiconductorlike than metallic character6–8

although typical metallic fingerprints, like the presence o
well-defined Fermi edge9 or an ideal Ohmic behavior over
broad voltage range,10 have been observed in high-quali
icosahedral samples. Therefore, neither the notion of m
nor that of a conventional semiconductor seem to be suit
for QC’s.

Following a systematic theoretical study, aimed to asc
tain the influence of the electronic structure on the transp
coefficients of icosahedral QC’s, we have introduced a p
nomenological approach relating the sample’s electro
structure to the temperature dependence of several tran
coefficients.11–14The main aim of this work is to relate som
key topological features in the experimental thermopow
curve to a few characteristic features in the electronic str
ture. To this end, we shall consider thermal broadening
fects and the variation of the chemical potential with t
temperature in order to derive closed analytical express
for the thermopower in terms of a set of phenomenolog
coefficients and compare them with suitable experime
data.

The temperature dependence of the thermoelectric po
S(T) can be obtained by means of the Chester-Thellu
Kubo-Greenwood version of the linear-response theory fr
the expression15

S~T!5
1

ueuT
L12~T!

L11~T!
, ~1!

wheree is the electron charge,T is the temperature, and th
kinetic coefficients are given by

Li j ~T!5~21! i 1 jE
2`
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wheref (E,m,T) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function an
m(T) is the chemical potential. Our study will focus on th
relationship between the conductivity spectrums(E) and the
transport properties. Ha¨ussler and collaborators showed th
the main qualitative features of thes(T), S(T), andRH(T)
curves for both QC’s and their crystalline approximants, c
be accounted for by considering an asymmetrics(E) curve
characterized by a broad minimum exhibiting a pronounc
dip within it.16 Landauro and Solbrig have shown that
spectral conductivity model including just a wide and a n
row Lorentzian peaks suffices to properly fit the experime
tal s(T) andS(T) curves ofi -Al62.5Cu25Fe12.5 over a broad
temperature range.17 Accordingly, we shall consider the fol
lowing expression for the spectral conductivity:14,17,18

s~E!5
B

p H g1

~E2m2d1!21g1
2

1a
g2

~E2m2d2!21g2
2J 21

.

~3!

This model consists of just two main spectral features an
involves six parameters,$B,a,g1 ,g2 ,d1 ,d2%, determining
the Lorentzians’ half-widths (g i) and heightshi5(pg i)

21,
their positions (d i) with respect to the Fermi level, and the
relative weight in the overall electronic structure (a). The
parameterB is a scale factor expressed inV21cm21eV21

units.
Making use of Eq.~3!, assumingm.EF and keeping

terms up toO(T4), we have previously obtained12,13

S~T!522ueuL0T
j11j3bT2

11j2bT21j4b2T4
, ~4!

where L05p2kB
2/3e2 is the Lorenz number,b[e2L0

52.4431028 (eV)2 K22, and the phenomenological coeffi
cients were defined in Ref. 12. The coefficientj1 is related to
topology of the spectral conductivity around the Fermi lev
through the expression11,13

j15
1

2 S d ln s~E!

dE D
E5m

, ~5!

so that its precise value is very sensitive to the relative
sition of the Fermi level with respect to the dip minimum
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. The differential con-
ductance for the Al63Cu25Fe12-Al
tunnel junction at a temperature o
T52 K at two different energy
scales: 660 meV ~main frame!
and6300 meV~inset!. The boxes
labeled 1 and 2 highlight the main
spectral features considered in o
study. See the main text for mor
details. Data file, courtesy of R
Escudero.
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Similarly, the temperature dependence of the chemical po
tial is also sensitive to possible fine structures in the den
of states~DOS! through the expression19 m(T).EF2hT2,
where

h5
b

2 S 1

N~E!

dN~E!

dE D
EF

.bj1 , ~6!

andN(E) is the DOS. In obtaining Eq.~6! we have assumed
an almost constant spectral diffusivity,D(E).D0, close to
the Fermi level, so thatN(E).s(E)/e2D0 in a first
approximation.20 This simplifying assumption is experimen
tally supported by diffusivity estimations from specific-he
data,21 and by angle-resolved photoelectron spectra show
flat narrow bandlike features indicating quite small gro
velocities for the charge carriers.22 Then, Eq.~1! can be ex-
pressed as
n.

e
si
ar

13220
n-
ty

t
g

S̃~T!52
kB

ueu S J̃1

J̃0

12v D , ~7!

where 2v[p2b21j1/3, and the reduced kinetic coefficien
are given by

J̃n~b!5E xns~x!sech2~x/21v!dx, ~8!

wherex[b(E2EF) andb[(kBT)21. Following the proce-
dure introduced in Refs. 12 and 14, keeping terms up
O(T6), we finally obtain,

S~T!522ueuL0j1TD̃~T!, ~9!

where
D̃~T![
12j2bT22 5

7 j1j3b2T42 5
21 j1

3j3b3T6

11~j222j1
2!bT21~j1j22 10

7 j3!j1b2T42 10
21 j1

3j3b3T6
. ~10!
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According to Eqs.~10! and ~5! in the low-temperature
limit @D̃(T→0)51# we recover the usual Mott’s expressio
Then making use of the experimentally measured slope
the S(T) curve in the low-temperature regime,m0, the phe-
nomenological coefficientj1 can be obtained as12 j1

expt

.220.5m0 @mV K22#, (eV)21. By comparing Eqs.~4! and
~9! we see that the chemical-potential temperature dep
dence, rather than describing a minor correction, has a
nificant influence on the thermoelectric power curve. In p
of

n-
g-
-

ticular, at high enough temperatures@D̃(T→`)51/2# Eq.
~10! prescribes a linear temperature dependence of the t
mopower given byS(T)5ueuL0j1T[m`T. Between both
linear regimes, which are characterized by different slo
(m0 /m`52), the thermoelectric power exhibits a nonline
behavior, characterized by the presence of well-defined
trema and sign changes.

As an illustrative example we will consider the quasicry
talline samplei -Al63Cu25Fe12. Tunneling spectroscopy mea
1-2
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surements for this sample23 are shown in Fig. 1. These mea
surements reveal a broad pseudogap extending ove
energy scale of about 0.6 eV~shown in the inset! along with
some fine structure close to the Fermi level~labeled 1 and 2
in the main frame!. Consequently, we havetwo dipsembed-
ded within a broader pseudogap. This pseudogap stems
a Fermi surface pseudo-Jones zone interaction, while
dips may be related to hybridization effects betweend-Fe
states andsp-states. In this sense, a reasonable explana
for the observation of fine structure at certain locations of
sample is that in those tunneling areas there may be port
of material with a better structural quasicrystalline qual
than other parts of the same sample,23 hence favoring energy
resonant effects in the iron subsystem.18,24

However, data obtained from low-temperature tunnel
are to be used carefully when extrapolated to describe
temperature dependence of transport coefficients. In fact
stability of finer spectral features obtained fromab initio
calculations was discussed by Landauro and Solbrig show
that half-width values obtained for narrowest spectral f
tures become meaningless as they progressively broade
the temperature increases.17,24,25Indeed, a thermal broaden
ing of the dip around the Fermi level has been experim
tally reported by Escudero and co-workers for different q
sicrystalline samples.23 In order to properly account for thes
effects, the width of the narrowest spectral feature will
determined from the expression definingj1 ~Ref. 12! by tak-
ing into account physical information contained in the th
mopower curve, which is extremely sensitive to the fin
details in the electronic structure, through the expression

Ag2
41Cg2

21D50, ~11!

where A[g1
2d11j1

expt«1
2(g1

21l«1
2), C[d2@2g1

2d1d21l«1
4

1j1
expt«1

2d2(2g1
21l«1

2)#, D[g1
2d2

4(d11j1
expt«1

2), and l
[h2 /h1. From a fitting analysis of the data shown in Fig.
we have g1558761 meV, d1525.260.5 meV,
d25216.160.5 meV, andl511.4160.02. From a linear
fit to the thermopower data shown in Fig. 2, in the tempe
ture range 6–70 K, we obtain m0520.219
60.002mV K22⇒j1

expt514.4960.03 (eV)21, so that we
get h51.131027 eV K22, in close agreement with th
valueh51.031027 eV K22 previously reported.17 Plugging
the obtainedg1 , d1 , d2, and j1

expt values into Eq.~11! we
finally get g255561 meV. This value is about eight time
larger than the value directly obtained from tunneling m
surements, namely,g2

057 meV at 2 K, hence confirming th
importance of thermal broadening effects. From the kno
edge ofg2, the relative weight of both Lorentzian peaks
then determined from the expression~also derived from the
expression definingj1)

a52
g1

g2
S «2

«1
D 4 d11j1

expt«1
2

d21j1
exp«2

2
, ~12!

giving a51.0760.03, in agreement with the value obtain
for i -Al62.5Cu25Fe12.5 by Landauro and Solbrig.17 Finally, the
conductivity scale parameterB can be determined from th
knowledge of the residual conductivity values(0) as11
13220
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B5
s~0!

p
~g1«1

221ag2«2
22! ~V21 cm21 eV21!. ~13!

Taking the low-temperature electrical conductivity val
s(4.2 K)5188V21 cm21 measured for ani -Al63Cu25Fe12
sample,26 we getB51180690V21 cm21 eV21.

In Fig. 2 we compare the thermopower curve measured
Morales and Escudero27 ~open circles! with the analytical
expressions given by Eqs.~4! ~dashed line! and ~9! ~solid
line!. At low temperaturesS(T) follows a linear behavior up
to aboutT1.70 K. At higher temperatures the thermopow
progressively deviates from linearity, showing a broad mi
mum. Finally, as the temperature is further increased
S(T) curve steadily increases, suggesting the probable e
tence of a crossing point where the thermoelectric power
change its sign. The experimental data do not allow for
accurate estimate of this crossing temperature. By extra
lating theS(T) data reported by Bilusˇic and co-workers21 for
a sample with the same stoichiometry over a wider tempe
ture range we getT 0

expt.398 K. The crossing temperatur
obtained from Eq.~10! is T05408 K, in good agreemen
with the extrapolated figure.

By comparing Figs. 1 and 2, we can gain some phys
insight into the relationship between the electronic struct
and transport properties. First, we note that the devia
from the linear behavior starts when the thermal wind
reaches a half-width of aboutDE.kBT156.0 meV. This
value is close to the spectral peak positiond1525.2 meV,
hence suggesting that as far as the thermal window rem
locatedinside the pseudogap’s dip feature, the thermopow
exhibits a metalliclike behavior. Then, as temperature
creases and charge carriers located at the little bump betw
both dip features start to play a more significant role in
transport properties, theS(T) curve progressively deviate
from linear behavior, attaining a broad minimum. This min
mum expands from aboutT.175 (DE.15 meV) up toT
.275 (DE.24 meV). TheS(T) minimum position can be

FIG. 2. Comparison between the temperature dependence o
Seebeck coefficient of Al63Cu25Fe12 quasicrystal in the temperatur
range 1–300 K as determined from experiment~open circles! and
the analytical expressions given by Eq.~4! ~dashed line! and Eq.~9!
~solid line!. Experimental data, courtesy of R. Escudero.
1-3
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related to the different phenomenological coefficients by
posing the extreme conditiondS(T)/dT50. From Eq.~9!
we obtainT25196 K, in reasonable agreement with the e
perimental valueT2

expt5216 K ~determined from a 4th de
gree polynomial fitting!. The thermal window half-width for
this temperature isDE.kBT2516.9 meV. This value is
very close to the spectral resistivity peak positiond25
216.1 meV, hence suggesting that the minimum of the th
mopower occurs when the charge carriers locatedwithin the
second dip spectral feature~box 2 in Fig. 2! are playing a
major role in the transport properties. Afterwards, as the te
perature is further increased and the states belonging to
broad pseudogap component begin to contribute significa
to transport the thermoelectric curve progressively rises
wards positive values.

By inspecting Fig. 2 we see that the overall behavior
the theoretically derivedS(T) curve given by Eq.~9! pro-
vides an acceptable description of the thermoelectric po
temperature curve for the icosahedral Al63Cu25Fe12 sample,
although we cannot obtain a precise match with the exp
mental one. Then we conclude that, for temperatures hig
thanT.125 K, the temperature dependence of chemical
tential, m(T) must be explicitly included in the calculation
in order to properly describe the thermoelectric curve. T
second main result of this work regards the physical scen
provided by the correlation between some topological f
tures in theS(T) curve—linear regime, broad minimum—
and the existence of two fine spectral features in the e
tronic structure of the sample. In fact, we report on
progressive transition from metalliclike to semiconductorli
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